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Abstract— We investigate the benefits of a heterogeneous architecture for wireless sensor networks composed of a few resource
rich mobile relay nodes and a large number of simple static nodes.
The mobile relays have more energy than the static sensors.
They can dynamically move around the network and help relieve
sensors that are heavily burdened by high network traffic, thus
extending the latter’s lifetime. We first study the performance
of a large dense network with one mobile relay and show that
network lifetime improves over that of a purely static network
by up to a factor of four. Also, the mobile relay needs to stay
only within a two hop radius of the sink. We then construct a
joint mobility and routing algorithm which can yield a network
lifetime close to the upper bound. The advantage of this algorithm
is that it only requires a limited number of nodes in the network
to be aware of the location of the mobile relay. Our simulation
results show that one mobile relay can at least double the network
lifetime in a randomly deployed WSN. By comparing the mobile
relay approach with various static energy provisioning methods,
we demonstrate the importance of node mobility for resource
provisioning in a WSN.
Index Terms— Sensor networks, Network lifetime, Mobile
relay.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are expected to be deployed in inaccessible and hostile environments such as dense
jungles (for habitat monitoring applications), battlefields (for
enemy troop movement monitoring), etc. Since these environments are not amenable to careful deployment of sensor
nodes, it is expected that a large number of cheap, simple
sensor devices will be randomly scattered over the region
of interest. These devices are also severely restricted in the
resources that they possess. Each is powered by batteries and
has limited processing and memory capabilities. For example,
the Berkeley mote is powered by two alkaline AA batteries
and has only a 4MHz processor with 128kB of instruction
memory and 4kB of RAM.
One of the great challenges for WSN designers is to use
such resource constrained sensors to guarantee certain network
requirements, such as network lifetime, sensing coverage and
end-to-end delay. One possible solution is to deploy a dense
homogenous network, i.e., cheap sensors are scattered densely
to increase the amount of resources deployed per unit area.
For example, we can deploy sensors several times denser
than required, then design a scheduling scheme to make
them work in batches, so that the total network lifetime can
be extended [1]. However, dense deployment brings many
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problems, such as difficulties in network management and
severe MAC contentions. Another possible solution, which we
consider in this paper, is to deploy a heterogenous network,
having a few resource rich (in terms of processing, memory
and energy) mobile nodes in addition to a large number of
simple low cost static nodes. Unlike the “Data Mule” solution
[2], where mobile nodes are used for carrying data packets,
we use mobile nodes to dynamically distribute network resources, such as, energy, computational power, sensing and
communication abilities. Mobility gives us a more efficient
way to meet the network resource requirements, e.g., mobile
nodes can move to the areas where resources are most needed,
such as areas where node density is low due to the randomness
in deployment or areas where more resources are required for
increased sensing activities. Therefore, the resources carried by
the mobile nodes can appear at the right place and time to be
used efficiently. In the latter discussions, we will demonstrate
that adding a few resource rich mobile nodes can provide
same performance as increasing the network density by several
times. Thus, the heterogenous network approach is more
effective in terms of hardware cost than the dense deployment
approach.
In this paper, we are motivated to investigate what performance improvement can accrue from mobile devices and the
trade-offs associated with a heterogenous network architecture.
We focus on using mobile nodes which have more energy than
static sensors to extend the network lifetime. Static sensors
only have limited energy from nonrechargeable batteries. Once
the battery runs out, the sensor will die. Therefore it is critical
that this energy be used judiciously in order to maximize the
benefit from the network before it dies. Although there is a
concerted effort from the device research community at designing low power hardware and efficient energy sources, the
network research community has also realized that inefficient
algorithms at the various networking layers can result in nodes
dying prematurely. There are several proposals at the MAC
([3], [4]) and Network layers ([5], [6]), however, most of these
proposals are based on the assumption that the entire network
is composed of static nodes.
We use the mobile nodes as relays to help energy limited
static sensors in packet relaying, which is one of the most
energy consuming tasks. The mobile relays have the same
communication range and sensing ability as the static sensors.
Fig. 1 shows an example of how a mobile relay may work.
Suppose that the network is composed of two components
which are connected via two sensor nodes A and B. Since
all traffic flows between these two components pass through
these two sensors, their battery will drain quickly. Suppose
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Fig. 1. One mobile relay can take over the tasks of multiple bottleneck nodes
(sensor A and B) during different network time periods.

the lifetime of these two nodes is T . Even if other sensors
have lifetime much longer than T , the network will get
partitioned when these two sensors die at time T . If we have
one mobile relay helping them, the network lifetime can be
at least doubled. A simple algorithm for this would be for
the mobile node to shuttle between node A and node B and
inherit the responsibilities of the node with which it is colocated (including sensing and relaying). It is clear that with
an appropriate shuttling schedule, the network lifetime can be
doubled to 2T . We assume here that the energy resource at the
mobile node is far greater than that of any of the static nodes.
This example shows that a single mobile relay can greatly
increase the network lifetime when there are bottlenecks in
the network. In this paper, we focus on a common sensor
network structure with a single sink at the center, where the
network bottleneck is around the sink.
We first consider a large densely deployed WSN and show
that an upper bound on lifetime with one mobile relay is 4
times that of the static network. More interestingly, this upper
bound computation shows that the mobile relay will never have
to venture farther than a two hop distance from the sink. We
then construct a joint mobility and routing algorithm which
improves the lifetime of the network by almost a factor of 4.
The advantage of this routing algorithm is that only nodes
within a certain distance of the sink need to be aware of
the location of the mobile relay. This algorithm can also be
extended to the case when there are m mobile nodes and
provide improvements close to 4m times.
The performance of a mobile relay is further studied in
the case of finite and random networks. We pose the problem
of maximizing lifetime as a linear programming problem and
derive the optimal schedule for the mobile node. The system
model used here for mobile relay is similar to the one for
mobile sink in [7], [8]. The performance of the mobile relay
is compared with minimal hop routing, energy-conserving
routing and the mobile sink approach proposed in [9]. We
show that using a mobile relay is better than most of the
static energy provisioning methods. However, the mobile sink
approach always out performs the mobile relay approach.
Actually, for a large dense network deployed in a circular
region of radius R, we need O(R) mobile relays to achieve the

same lifetime as that of a mobile sink. The intuitive reason for
this is the following. When the sink is static, the nodes around
the sink become bottleneck nodes since they relay traffic for
all the other nodes in the network. However, by making the
sink mobile, we distribute the bottleneck nodes all around the
network. We contend that it is not always feasible to have
a mobile sink, since it is expected to act as a gateway to a
backbone network. In hostile and inaccessible environments,
it might not be possible to maintain continuous connectivity
with the backbone network when the sink is mobile.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
1) We proposed a new way for resource redistribution in
wireless sensor networks, which uses resource rich mobile
nodes to help simple static senors. We demonstrate the usefulness of this approach by showing that in the ideal case, one
energy rich mobile node can improve the lifetime of a large
and dense network by 4 times.
2) We derived the network lifetime improvement upper
bound for single mobile relay and multiple mobile relays. We
then construct a joint mobility and routing algorithm to show
that this bound is asymptotically achievable in large and dense
networks.
3) We study the performance of mobile relay in random
and finite network by formulating it as a linear programming
problem. We compare the performance of mobile relay to
various other static and mobile approaches and show the
advantages of mobile relay approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
summarizes related work. Section III investigates the performance of a large dense network with a few mobile relays and
gives a joint mobility and routing algorithm. Section IV gives
the simulation results on finite random networks. Section V
compares the performance of the mobile relay approach with
other approaches. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing literature utilizes mobile nodes as mobile sinks to
save energy. Shah et al. [2] propose to use randomly moving
“Data Mules” for data gathering. Mobile sinks with predictable
and controllable movement patterns are studied in [10], [11],
[12]. In these approaches, the static sensors only send out their
data when the sink is close enough to them. The disadvantage
of such proposals is that there will be considerable delay in
packet delivery, since a node needs to wait for the sink to
approach it. In order to minimize the delay, several methods of
transmitting the sensed data through multi-hop communication
to the mobile sink are proposed in [7], [8], [9], [13]. The
mobile sink can either “jump” between several predefined
positions or patrol on an continuous route. In the first case, the
problem can be posed as a linear programming problem where
a mobile sink can find the optimal time schedule to stay at
these predefined points [7], [8]. Another method is introduced
in [9], [14], where the optimal route is obtained through a
geographic traffic load model. In this approach, as the mobile
sink goes around the network, sensors will continuously track
the position of the sink and send their packets to the sink
via multi-hop communication. In most networks, the sink is a
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gateway to a backbone network, over which human operators
can monitor the status of the sensor field. In such scenarios,
it will be difficult to engineer a system whereby a mobile
sink is connected at all times to the backbone network. As
we will show later, the mobile relay approach is simpler and
more robust, since the network can keep operating even when
the mobile relay leaves the network for recharging. Also, the
mobile relay only needs to move within a small area, while
the mobile sink solution requires the mobile to roam around
the periphery of the network to maximize the network lifetime
[9].
Another large category of energy conserving methods is to
use flow control algorithms to find the optimal energy conserving routes [5], [15]. The energy conserving routing and the
mobile sink approach share the same idea of distributing the
traffic load evenly around the network so that the lifetime of
the network is maximized. Energy provisioning in static sensor
networks is studied in [16], where a total amount of energy
is added in relay nodes deployed at selected positions. Such
static relay nodes can heal the topology defects in randomly
deployed networks, so the network lifetime can be improved
greatly when the network is sparse. However, as the network
density grows beyond a certain threshold, the improvement
gets saturated since most of the topology defects have been
mitigated. Compared to the static relay approach, the mobile
relay approach can provide considerable improvements on
dense networks as well as healing the topology defects.
Other solutions for energy saving have also been intensely
studied, including data aggregation and topology control methods. Data aggregation and clustering methods such as [17],
[18], [19] aggregate the sensed data to decrease traffic volume and thereby prolong network lifetime. Topology control
methods such as [20], [21] use controllable transmission range
to achieve the most energy efficient network topology. In
our work we do not address the issues of data aggregation
or topology control. However, these ideas can be useful
complements to our proposal of using mobile relays. As we
will describe later, depending on the position of the mobile
relay, traffic is intentionally routed via a few specific network
nodes. This could facilitate the data aggregation process.
III. M OBILE R ELAYS IN D ENSE N ETWORKS
A. Assumptions and Network Model
We assume that there are N sensors uniformly distributed
in a circular area of radius R, which is much larger than the
communication range of sensors. There is only one sink n0 at
the center of the circular area. We assume the network density
λ = N/πR2 is large, so that in each hop the packet can
travel as far as the transmission range in any direction and the
number of sensors in area A is λA almost surely.
We consider a data logging application, where the sensors are required to send their sensed data at a fixed rate.
Furthermore, for simplicity, the data generation rates for all
the sensors are the same, normalized to one packet per unit
time. The transmission range of all sensors is equal to 1 and
the sensors do not change their transmission powers. Let ρ
be the average number of neighbors for the sink. Since the
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Dividing nodes to different subsets in the circular network

transmission range is 1, the average number of nodes in the
transmission range of the sink will be ρ = πλ.
We assume that all static sensors have the same initial
energy E and the energy of the sink is unlimited. For energy
conservation, the network adopts certain sleep scheduling protocols [3], [4]. Thus, the energy consumption in idle state can
be ignored and we only consider the energy used in sensing,
receiving and transmitting. Suppose that sensors consume es
unit of energy for sensing data in each time unit, er and et for
receiving and transmitting one packet, respectively. To further
simplify our energy model, we assume that the difference
between es and er is small compared to er + et . Thus, the
total energy consumed by a sensor in transmitting one packet
is a constant e, which is the sum of the transmitting energy
and the receiving (or sensing) energy. If the average number
of packets flowing out from sensor k per time unit is fk , the
lifetime of this sensor will be:
E
Tk =
(1)
efk
In this paper, the lifetime of the whole network is defined
as the time that the first node dies as in [5]. Since energy
conserving routing is used, the network gets partitioned when
the first node dies [22].
We assume that the sensor network contains a small number
of mobile relays, which can move around to improve the
network performance. Mobile relays have the same sensing
ability and transmission range as the static sensors but they
have rechargeable batteries and thus have no energy limits.
To facilitate our discussion, we divide the static sensors into
different sets according to their distance to the sink. The
set Pi contains all the nodes which can reach the sink with
minimal hop count i. For example, the set of all the immediate
neighbors of the sink will be P1 . In a dense network, sensor n
will be in the set Pk iff d(n, n0 ) ∈ (k−1, k], where d(n, n0 ) is
the Euclidean distance between node n and the sink n0 . Thus,
the nodes in Pk will be in the k th annulus around the sink as
shown in Fig. 2. We denote the nodes outside the transmission
range of the sink as P1 . The set of all the nodes which
can
S
reach the sink within j hops is denoted as Qj = k≤j Pk .
We use nk to represent a node in Pk and n≤j to represent a
node in Qj .
B. Upper Bounds on Lifetime
Theorem 1: The lifetime of a dense static network is upper
bounded by RE2 e time units.
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n1 ∈P1

The total energy used by nodes in P1 is D × e > ρE. This
contradicts our assumption that the total initial energy stored
in P1 is ρE. So the lifetime of the static network must be less
than or equal to RE2 e .
Theorem 1 can be easily extended to a network with
arbitrary topology. For a network with area A, the lifetime
is bounded by πE
Ae . Note that the result in Theorem 1 is the
best possible lifetime over all routing algorithms. It shows
that for a static network with only one sink, the network
lifetime decreases as the network size increases. However, if
we introduce one mobile relay into the network, the bottleneck
will no longer be the neighbors of the sink, since the mobile
relay can act as a “bridge” connecting nodes in P2 to the sink
in this case.
Theorem 2: With one mobile relay, the lifetime of a dense
network is upper bounded by 4 RE2 e time units.
Proof: The amount of traffic passing through nodes in Qi
is at least the total traffic generated in Qi , which is N − ρi2
per time unit. Since the mobile relay has a transmission range
of one and it can only be at one place at a time, Qi ’s traffic
should be relayed for at least i − 1 hops by static nodes in
Qi . Since the number of nodes in Qi is ρi2 , we can bound
the lifetime of the network by
T1

≤

ρi2 E
i2 E
=
(4)
2
2
(N − ρi ) × (i − 1)e
(R − i2 )(i − 1)e

When i (i ≥ 2) increases, the right hand side of inequality
(4) increases monotonically and when i = 1, the right hand
side is infinity. Therefore the least upper bound on lifetime
is when i = 2, i.e., T 1 ≤ (R24E
−4)e . By taking into account
the traffic generated by Q2 , which also need to pass through
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r

The total number of packets delivered by nodes in P1 in time
Te will be
X
ρE
D = Te ×
fn1 ≥ Te × N >
(3)
e

a2
1

n1 ∈P1

a3
1

Proof: Consider a network with N = πλR2 sensors
uniformly and independently deployed in the circular area
with radius R. Each sensor will have equal probability of
Communication area of the sink
π
1
= πR
2 = R2 to be deployed
T otal network area
within the transmission range of the sink. The number of one
hop neighbors of the sink, denoted as |P1 |, will be a Binomial
random variable with parameters N and R12 [23]. By the Law
of Large Numbers [23], for any  > 0 the probability that
|P1 | ∈ [(1 − ) RN2 , (1 + ) RN2 ] tends to 1 as λ → ∞. In other
words, the number of sensors in P1 is nearly RN2 = πλ = ρ
for high density networks. Then the total initial energy stored
in P1 is nearly ρE. Suppose the lifetime of the network is
Te > RE2 e . As we assumed, each sensor generates one packet
per time unit. Thus, there are N = ρR2 packets generated by
sensors in the network and delivered to the sink in each time
unit. Since the sink can only receive data from the nodes in
P1 , packets generated by nodes in P1 and in P1 must pass
through nodes in P1 at least once. Thus, the total number of
packets passing through nodes in P1 per time unit satisfies:
X
(2)
fn1 ≥ N

P3
Fig. 3.
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nodes in Q2 at least once, we can further tighten the bound
to 4 RE2 e .
C. Joint Mobility and Routing Algorithm
We now construct a joint mobility and routing algorithm
whose lifetime is close to the upper bound derived in Theorem
2. A broad outline of the algorithm is as follows. From
Theorem 2, we know that the mobile relay needs to only stay
within a two hop radius in order to maximize the lifetime.
Therefore the mobility pattern of the mobile relay can be as
follows: Starting from the sink, the mobile relay traverses a
path which forms a set of concentric circles, centered around
the sink with increasing radii, until it reaches the periphery of
Q2 . It stays at each point on this path for a certain duration
and relays traffic to the sink.
More specifically, when the mobile is at position M , all
traffic in Q2 is first aggregated to points on the line OM ,
where O is the position of the sink. This traffic is then directed
hop by hop along the line OM until it reaches the sink. We call
this routing algorithm ARA (Aggregation Routing Algorithm)
for the rest of this paper.
Theorem 3: There exists a routing scheme which can extend the network lifetime to at least 4 RE2 e − 16E
R4 e with one
mobile node, when the network radius R > 16π + 4. 1
Proof: First, we will use the mobile relay to build 4ρ
relay paths in Q2 . Each path will only contain one static node
n≤2 in Q2 and each static node in Q2 will only be used once.
Consider three arbitrary small areas a1 , a2 and a3 illustrated
in Fig. 3, where 0 < r ≤ 1 is the distance from the area a1
to the sink. The distance between the three areas is 1. By our
definition, the nodes in area ai will be in the set Pi . As ∆θ
and ∆r are small, any node in area a1 can directly talk to
the sink and the nodes in a2 . Also, nodes in a2 and a3 can
communicate with each other. If we put the mobile in area a2 ,
we can connect a static node n3 in a3 with a static node n1 in
a1 , thus the packet received by n3 can flow to the sink with
the help of the mobile and n1 . Also, when the mobile is in
the area of a1 , it can connect the sink with a node n2 in area
a2 which can draw data from another node n03 in area a3 , as
Fig. 4 shows.
Since the network density is λ = πρ , the number of nodes
in area a1 would be x1 = πρ r∆r∆θ. The number of nodes
1 Here the bound for R is very loose, we conjecture that this lifetime can
be achieved with R = 20, since less strict methods yields R = 20.
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in area a2 , a3 would be x2 = πρ (r + 1)∆r∆θ and x3 =
ρ
π (r + 2)∆r∆θ. For 0 < r ≤ 1, we have:
ρ
ρ
x1 + x2 = (2r + 1)∆r∆θ ≤ (r + 2)∆r∆θ = x3
(5)
π
π
which means that the number of nodes in a3 is always bigger
than the sum of that in areas a1 and a2 . Therefore, for any
node in a1 or a2 , we can associate a unique node in a3 to
it. Varying r and θ, we can cover all the nodes in Q2 , and
build an injective mapping f : Q2 → P3 . This implies that
for each node nr≤2 in Q2 , we can associate a unique node,
na3 = f (nr≤2 ) ∈ P3 such that na3 can communicate to the
sink by relaying via the mobile node and nr≤2 . We call the
node nr≤2 the relay node and the node na3 the aggregation
node (in later discussion we will drop the subscript and just
denote them as nr and na ). We define the range of mapping
f as the aggregation set, denoted by G. What this means is
that if the mobile is at a distance rm , 0 < rm ≤ 1 from
the sink, then nr is in Q2 one hop from the mobile and at a
distance 1 + rm from the sink. A unique aggregation point na
which is at a distance 1 from nr and 2 + rm from the sink
is chosen. Similarly, nr and na can be defined appropriately
when 1 < rm ≤ 2. Therefore, depending on the position of
the mobile, nr and na can be defined. If the mobile covers
all the positions in Q2 , then every node in Q2 will be chosen
as nr once. If, depending on the position of the mobile, all
traffic in Q2 is routed via the associated aggregation node na ,
then we will have 4ρ unique paths from P3 to the sink.
Suppose that we can aggregate the packets generated by
nodes in Q2 to the aggregation node na (later we will show
this is possible), then there will be at most N packets passing
through any of the 4ρ paths in each time unit. When a node
na is aggregating all traffic from Q2 , the rate of energy
consumption for nr and na will be very high. Suppose, we
reserve E 0 = e × 4 RE2 e = 4 RE2 in these nodes to send out
the data that they sense, then they will have E − E 0 units of
energy for relaying traffic from other nodes in the network.
Therefore, the mobile relay will stand in one location for a
0
duration E−E
N e time units before moving to the next location.
Since there are 4ρ routes in total, the total lifetime for nodes
in Q2 will be at least:
E − E0
E
16E
)=4 2 − 4
(6)
Ne
R e
R e
We will now construct a mobility algorithm and a routing
algorithm for the nodes in the network and show that none
of the nodes in the network will deplete its energy prior to
4ρ × (

Mobility algorithm for the mobile relay
Parameters:
(rm , θ): the coordinate for the mobile’s position in a polar coordinate
system where the sink is at the origin.
Method – Mobility management:
01: Set rm = 0, θ = 2π;
02: while (rm < 2)
03:
if θ < 2π
04:
Set θ = θ + ∆θ;
05:
Move to the new position (rm , θ);
06:
else
07:
Set rm = rm + ∆r,θ = 0;
08:
Move to the new position (rm , θ);
09:
endif
10:
if rm < 1
11:
while There exists an unselected node whose coordinate is
(rm + 1, θ)
12:
Pick up one unselected node n whose coordinate is
(rm + 1, θ) and n0 with coordinate (rm + 2, θ);
13:
Set nr = n, na = n0 ;
14:
Broadcast the information about nr and na to the nodes
in the aggregation area;
15:
Relay packets from nr to the sink for ρRE2 e − 4 ρRE4 e
time units;
16:
Mark n and n0 as selected;
17:
endwhile
18:
else
19:
while There exists an unselected node n whose coordinate is
(rm − 1, θ)
20:
Pick up one unselected node n whose coordinate is
(rm − 1, θ) and n0 with coordinate (rm + 1, θ);
21:
Set nr = n, na = n0 ;
22:
Broadcast the information about nr and na to the nodes
in the aggregation area;
23:
Relay packets from na to nr for ρRE2 e − 4 ρRE4 e time units;
24:
Mark n and n0 as selected;
25:
endwhile
26:
endif
27: endwhile
Fig. 5.

Mobility algorithm for the mobile relay

4 RE2 e − 16E
R4 e .
To get the lifetime of 4 RE2 e − 16E
R4 e , we need to aggregate the
traffic generated outside Q2 to the node na . Fig. 5 shows the
mobility algorithm for the mobile relay. Note that the mobile
relay remains within Q2 . Fig. 6 describes the Aggregation
Routing Algorithm (ARA) in detail. We outline below the
salient points of this algorithm.
1) Nodes in Q3 :
The data generated in Q3 will be delivered as follows:
Nodes in P1 directly send their data to the sink in one hop.
Nodes in P2 will send their data to nodes in P3 \ G, which
are the set of spare nodes which is not used as aggregation
points in P3 . Nodes in P3 will also send their data to nodes in
P3 \ G. The task for nodes in P3 \ G is to redirect all the data
they receive to the current aggregation node na using nodes
in P3 \ G as relays.
2) Nodes in Q3 :
a) The nodes in Q3 will first relay the packets they generate
to the line OM . A node in annulus Pk , k > 3 which is at a
distance k − 1 ≤ l < k sends the packets it senses to a point
on the line OM which is also at a distance l from the sink.
It does so by relaying its traffic only via nodes which lie on
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the circle of radius l as shown in Fig. 7.
b) Then we use the points on OM to deliver the traffic to
the aggregation point na . For packets generated in Pk , k > 3,
after they reach the line OM , they will first be sent to the
node on OM which is at a distance k − 1 + r from the sink.
Then the packets are sent hop by hop, passing through nodes
on line OM with distance i − 1 + r, 4 ≤ i < k from the sink,
until they reach the aggregation point.
c) After aggregating the traffic at na , we will use one mobile
and one node nr in Q2 to build a path from na to the sink.
As there are 4ρ candidates for na , the routing table will
change as the aggregation point changes. From the symmetry
of the mobility and routing algorithms described in Figs. 5
and 6, it is clear that the traffic load for the nodes which lie
on a circle with center at the the sink will be equal. Although
some nodes may be heavily burdened for a short duration, the
overall traffic load for nodes on a circle centered at the sink
will be equal over the lifetime of the network. In the rest of
this paper, we will focus on traffic load for nodes within a ring
with width of ∆r. We denote a ring of [i−1+r, i−1+r+∆r]
as Ringi,r in the sequel.
We now investigate the energy consumption of all nodes in
the network under this joint mobility and routing scheme, and
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Qk
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Aggregation Routing Algorithm running on a static node n ∈ Pk
Parameters:
na : the current aggregation node
nr : the current relay node
r: the distance between na and the sink is r + 2
Method – ARA:
01: switch (k: the index of Pk where n ∈ Pk )
02:
case 1:
03:
if n = nr
04:
Relay the received packet to the sink;
05:
else
06:
Send the sensed data to the sink;
07:
endif
08: case 2:
09:
if n = nr
10:
Relay the received packet to the mobile;
11:
else
12:
Find a neighbor in P3 \ G and send sensed data to it;
13:
endif
14: case 3:
15:
if n = na
16:
Relay the received packet to the mobile or nr ;
17:
else if n ∈ G
18:
Find a neighbor in P3 \ G and send sensed data to it;
19:
else
20:
Relay the received packet towards na using a neighbor in
P3 \ G;
21:
endif
22: case 4, . . . , R:
23:
if d(n, n0 ) = k − 1 + r and n is on the line OM
24:
Find a neighbor in Pk−1 whose distance to the sink is k − 2 + r
and send the packet to it;
25:
else if n is on the line OM
26:
Find a neighbor on OM whose distance to the the sink is
k − 1 + r and send the packet to it;
27:
else
28:
Find a neighbor whose is closest to line OM and has the
same distance to the sink, send the packet to it;
30:
endif

M
O

Packet aggregating routes with ARA

show that the network lifetime will be at least 4 RE2 e −

16E
R4 e

.

1) Lifetime for nodes in Q2 :
A node in P1 either relays traffic for the entire network or
relays only its own traffic directly to the sink. For each node in
P1 , we have reserved E 0 = 4E
R2 units of energy for transmitting
its own traffic. As we discussed in the mobility algorithm, the
16E
lifetime of the nodes in P1 is at least 4E
R2 − R4 e . Similarly, for
nodes in P2 , since they transmit the information they sense to
a node in P3 \ G and we have reserved 4E
R2 units of energy for
16E
−
this; they can also live for at least 4E
R2
R4 e units of time.
2) Lifetime for nodes in P3 :
Like the nodes in Q2 , the nodes in G will be only left with
enough energy to send out their own data after they have acted
as aggregation points.
Therefore nodes in P3 \ G need to carry the task of relaying
the data generated by nodes in P3 and P2 . There will be
ρ nodes in P3 \ G, and they must relay 8ρ packets to the
aggregation node in each time unit, 3ρ for nodes in P2 and
5ρ for nodes in P3 . They will first deliver the packets for at
most 3π + 1 hops to get them to reach the line OM . Then
they need one more hop to send them to the aggregation node.
So, a packet from P2 or P3 will be relayed for no more than
3π + 2 hops by nodes in P3 \ G.
There will be 2ρ(1 − r)∆r nodes in P3 \ G in Ring3,r and
they will be symmetrically distributed around the ring. From
the symmetry of the mobility algorithm and consequently the
symmetry of the location of aggregation points, the traffic load
in this ring can be evenly distributed. On average each node in
P3 \ G will deliver packets for 8 nodes in P2 and P3 including
itself. Here the energy consumption for delivering one packet
to the aggregation point is counted in the energy budget of the
first node relaying it in P3 \ G, since the energy consumption
will be evenly distributed among nodes in Ring3,r . In order
to distribute the load evenly among different rings, we need
to map 16ρ(1 − r)∆r nodes in P2 and P3 to nodes in P3 \ G
in Ring3,r and deliver the packets generated by them only
through nodes in this ring. Such a mapping can be built as
follows: First, map P2 and P3 nodes to the P3 \ G nodes in
the outermost ring of Ring3,r=1 , then decrease r and map
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inner rings in sequence, until we reach the innermost ring of
Ring3,r=0 . When mapping nodes to a particular ring Ring3,r ,
all nodes in {P3 \ G} ∩ {[r + 2 + ∆r, 3]} would have already
been mapped to 8 nodes in P2 and P3 . Therefore, when we
are at Ring3,r , the total number of nodes
R 1 in P2 and P3 which
have already been mapped will be 8 x=r 2ρ(1−x)dx = ρ(8−
16r + 8r2 ). The nodes in P2 and P3 which can communicate
with a node in Ring3,r are in the area of [r + 1, 3], which has
ρ(8 − 2r − r2 ) nodes in total. Since ρ(8 − 2r − r2 ) is always
bigger than ρ(8−16r+8r2 ) for 0 < r ≤ 1, there are unmapped
nodes in P2 and P3 which can be mapped to Ring3,r . This
holds true for every r as we go from the outermost ring to the
innermost ring. Therefore, we can build a mapping from the
8ρ nodes in P2 and P3 to the ρ nodes in P3 \ G, with each
node in P3 \ G exactly being mapped to 8 unique nodes in
P2 and P3 . Since each node in P3 \ G will have to relay for
8 nodes and each packet is routed for at most (3π + 2) hops,
E
. When
the lifetime for any node in P3 \ G is at least 8(3π+2)e
R > 20, we can guarantee their lifetime will be larger than
4E
R2 e .
3) Lifetime for nodes in Pk with k ≥ 4
The nodes in Pk , k ≥ 4 will have to relay traffic for
information generated in Pk and for information generated in
Qk . First consider the packets generated in Pk : For nodes in
Ringk,r , the packets generated in this ring will be relayed to
the line OM by nodes in this ring. Each packet will travel
at most π in angle before it can reach the line OM . It also
needs to be relayed for one more hop to reach some node on
line OM with exactly k − 3 distance to the aggregation point.
Deducting the first hop reserved for nodes to send out its own
data, the maximal hops a packet will travel in Ringk,r will be
π(k − 1 + r) + 1. Since the mobility and routing algorithm is
symmetric, the traffic will be evenly distributed among nodes
in this ring. As there are 2ρ(k −1+r)∆r nodes in Ringk,r , in
each time unit the ring will generate 2ρ(k − 1 + r)∆r packets.
0
)
During the lifetime of the network, which is 4(E−E
R2 e , the total
energy used in delivering this part of traffic will be upper
bounded by:

that no node in the ring will use up its energy prematurely.
There will be at most N packets from Qk−1 passing through
Ringk,r per time unit. So the total energy consumption during
the lifetime will be upper bounded by:
E − E0
∆r × N × e
R2 e
= 2ρ(2r + 1)(E − E 0 )∆r

E2 (k, r) ≤ 2(2r + 1)

(8)

Since there are 2ρ(k − 1 + r)∆r nodes in Ringk,r , the total
energy that can be used for relaying will be 2ρ(k −1+r)(E −
E 0 )∆r. So the total residual energy for nodes in Ringk,r will
be lower bounded by:
Ere (k, r) ≥ 2ρ(k − 1 + r)(E − E 0 )∆r − [E1 (k, r) + E2 (k, r)]
8ρ(πk + 1)(E − E 0 )∆r
≥ 2ρ(k − 3)(E − E 0 )∆r −
R
2ρ(R − 16π − 4)(E − E 0 )∆r
(9)
≥
R
When R is bigger than 16π + 4, the total residual energy
will be greater than 0. Since the traffic will be distributed
evenly among nodes in Ringk,r , the residual energy will also
be evenly distributed among them and none of them will die
E
16E
before 4S
R2 e − R4 e . The bound holds for all k and r, so no
node in k≥4 Pk will die prematurely when R > 16π + 4.
Theorem 3 shows that we can construct a routing algorithm
which can achieve the lifetime of 4 RE2 e − 16E
R4 e with one mobile.
Since R4 decays much faster than R2 , as the network radius
R becomes large, the lifetime will approach 4 times that of
the static network with one mobile relay.
D. Routing With Few Nodes Aware of Mobile Location

In ARA, every node in the network needs to know the
position of the mobile and appropriately route traffic. This
implies large overheads in disseminating information on the
location of the mobile relay to all the nodes in the network.
We now construct a routing algorithm in which only a limited
number of nodes in the network need to know the location of
the mobile relay. We show that with this routing algorithm we
can still achieve a lifetime bound of 4 RE2 e − 16E
R4 e . We call this
4(E − E 0 )
routing
algorithm
ARALN
(Aggregation
Routing
Algorithm
×
E1 (k, r) ≤ 2ρ(k − 1 + r)∆r ×
R2 e
with Limited Nodes).
e(π(k − 1 + r) + 1)
ARALN is described in detail in Fig. 8. We outline the ideas
8ρ(k − 1 + r)(π(k − 1 + r) + 1)(E − E 0 )∆r
of the algorithm below.
=
(7)
R2
1) Nodes which are outside a circle with radius s do not
The next part is the packet generated by nodes in Qk−1 . They need to know the position of the mobile and they can use
will be relayed for one hop to the nodes in Pk−1 . Observe that shortest path routing algorithm to send their packets towards
the nodes in Ringk,r only will be involved in relaying this part the sink.
of traffic when the distance between the current aggregation
2) Once the information from Qs reaches Ps , it is relayed
point na and the sink is 2 + r. As we have mentioned, there in one hop to the aggregation ring – Rings,r in Ps , where the
will be 2ρ(2r + 1)∆r aggregation points whose distance to distance from the aggregation point na to the sink is 2 + r.
0
the sink is r + 2. Each of them will be used for at most E−E
Once it reaches a node in this aggregation ring, it will be
ρR2 e
time units. Then, the nodes in Ringk,r will need to route traffic delivered by a series of aggregation rings – Ringi,r , 4 ≤ i ≤
0
from Qk−1 for at most 2(2r+1) E−E
s − 1 until it reaches na . In each aggregation ring, it will be
R2 e ∆r time units. Since the
aggregation points in circle 2 + r are sequentially chosen in a relayed around an angle φi within Ringi,r before it is relayed
clockwise direction, the traffic load on every node in the ring to the next aggregation ring – Ringi−1,r . When this traffic
Ringk,r as a relay to ring Ringk−1,r will be equal. Therefore, reaches the line OM , it is then routed hop by hop along OM
we need to calculate the total energy used in this ring to ensure as before. This is shown in Fig. 9.
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ARALN running on a static node n ∈ Pk
Parameters:
na : the current aggregation node
nr : the current static relay node
r: the distance between na and the sink is r + 2
OM : the straight line connecting the sink and the mobile
Method – ARALN:
01: switch (k:the index of Pk where n ∈ Pk )
02:
case 1, 2, 3:
03:
Call method ARA;
04:
case 4, . . . , s − 1:
05:
if d(n, n0 ) = k − 1 + r
06:
if the packet is generated in Qs−1 and it has traveled φk in Pk
07:
Find a neighbor in Pk−1 whose distance to the sink is
k − 2 + r and send the packet to it;
08:
elseif the packet has reached line OM
09:
Find a neighbor in Pk−1 whose distance to the sink is
k − 2 + r and send the packet to it;
10:
else
11:
Find a neighbor who is closest to line OM and whose
distance to the sink is k − 1 + r, send the packet to it;
12:
else if n is on the line OM
13:
Find a neighbor on OM whose distance to the the sink is
k − 1 + r and send the packet to it;
14:
else
15:
Find a neighbor whose is closest to line OM and has the same
distance to the sink, send the packet to it;
16:
case s:
17:
if d(n, n0 ) = k − 1 + r
18:
Find a neighbor in Pk−1 whose distance to the sink is k − 2 + r
and send the packet to it;
19:
else
20:
Find a neighbor whose distance to the sink is k − 1 + r, send
the packet to it;
21:
case s + 1, . . . , R:
22:
Find a neighbor who is closest to the sink, send the packet to it;
Fig. 8.

The Aggregation Routing Algorithm with Limited Nodes

3) Packets generated by nodes in Qs are routed as in ARA
described in Fig. 6.
Theorem 4: With Aggregation Routing Algorithm with
Limited Nodes, the network lifetime is lower bounded by
2
4 RE2 e − 16E
R4 e , for s = 22, R > 84.
Detailed proof of Theorem 4 can be found in [24].
E. Network with m Mobile Relays
We next extend our discussion to a network with m mobile
relays. When we have m mobile nodes in the network, they
will stay within Q2m and get nearly 4m times lifetime when
R is large.
Theorem 5: The lifetime of a uniformly distributed dense
network with m mobile relays is upper bounded by
E
4m (R2 −4m
2 )e time units.
Proof: Consider the traffic load in Qi with i ≥ m. The
traffic generated in Qi would be N − ρi2 per time unit. This
traffic will be relayed at least i − m times by static nodes in
Qi . The number of nodes in Qi is ρi2 . Constraining the m
mobile nodes to remain within Qi and using similar arguments
in the proof of Theorem 2, we can bound the network lifetime
2 Here the bounds for both R and s are quite loose, we suspect we can
achieve the lifetime with s near 10 and R near 40.

Ringk,r

na

Mobile
k

PR
Fig. 9.

Ps

Pk

Sink

Packet aggregating routes with ARALN

by:
Tm

≤
=

ρi2 E
(N −
× (i − m)e
2
i E
(R2 − i2 )(i − m)e
ρi2 )

(10)

For i < m, the bound will be infinity. For i ≥ m, the function
i2
i−m takes the smallest value at i = 2m. So, when i = 2m we
E
get the least upper bound, which is given by 4m (R2 −4m
2 )e
time units.
Notice that, here the bound is looser than the one we derived
in Theorem 2.
Theorem 6: There exists a routing scheme which can ex3
E
tend the network lifetime to 4m RE2 e − 32πm
with m mobile
R4 e
nodes, when R is large enough.
The proof of Theorem 6 follows the proof of Theorem 4.
However, a different mobility model is used with m mobile
relays. The m mobile relays need to stay in a line and form
a path to the sink with m sensors in Q2m to maximize the
network lifetime. There are (2k −1)ρ sensors in Pk and 4m2 ρ
sensors in Q2m . Each path will use m static sensors and m
mobiles, so there will be 4m such paths. Also each path can
survive close to RE2 e , so the total network lifetime will be close
3
E
to 4m RE2 e . The component 32πm
accounts for the need to
R4 e
reserve energy to deliver the packets generated in Q2m .
IV. M OBILE R ELAY IN F INITE R ANDOMLY D EPLOYED
N ETWORKS
In this Section, we consider the mobile relay in a randomly
deployed network of moderate size and relax the assumption
of a dense and large network in Section III.
A. System Model
For a random network with moderate size, such as 100 sensors randomly deployed in a 5×5 hops area, the randomness of
sensor distribution may generate topology defects, i.e., voids
or low sensor density areas. Such topology defects prevent
the construction of perfect symmetric routing as described in
Section III. However, our experiments show that a mobile relay
can still improve the network lifetime by more than two times
for networks with such topology defects.
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We first construct an optimization problem for the routing
and mobility algorithm in a random finite network with only
one mobile relay. The network topology is abstracted as a
Random Geometric Graph with edge (i, j) between any pair
of vertex i and j of distance smaller than 1 from each other.
We maximize the overall network lifetime under the energy
constraints of static sensors. Similar to the assumptions used in
[8] for mobile sinks, we assume that the mobile relay will stay
at positions where there is a static sensor. When the mobile
relay is at the position of sensor k, it will take over the task
of sensor k and sensor k will sleep for that time period. The
mobile relay will shift between sensors and try to help as many
sensors as possible during the network lifetime. The mobile
will always stay at the position of some static sensor during the
network lifetime, since this will always give a longer lifetime
than removing the mobile node. Thus, maximizing the sum of
periods for which the mobile stays at each location will give
the optimal network lifetime. Here, we ignore the time used
for moving the mobile nodes, which will be further discussed
in Sec.V.
We formulate the linear optimization problem for maximizing the network lifetime as follows:
P
(11)
M aximize
tk
X
X
k
k
s.t.
xij −
xji
=
si × tk ∀i, k
(12)
j

j

X

X

∀k6=i

j

xkij

xkij

≥

0

∀(i, j), ∀k (13)

×e

≤

E

∀i 6= 0

(14)

where tk is the length of time that the mobile relay will stay
at sensor k and xkij is the total traffic flow from sensor i to
sensor j during that time period, E and e represent the initial
energy of the sensor nodes and the energy for relaying one
packet, respectively, and si is the packet generation rate for
node i. We assume that the data generation rate is uniform, i.e.,
si = 1. Then, the data generation rate for the sink, denoted as
s0 , is set to −N . Constraints (12) and (13) give the network
flow constraint for node i during the period tk , which restricts
the difference between the total out-flow and the total in-flow
during the period to be equal to the packets node i generates
in the period. Constraint (14) is the energy constraint, namely,
the sum of energy over all the periods should not exceed the
initial energy E. The energy used in period ti is not counted,
since during ti the mobile is at the position of sensor i and
sensor i is sleeping. On average there are O(ρN ) edges in the
static network and the mobile can appear in N different places.
So, there are O(ρN 2 ) variables and O(N 2 ) constraints in the
linear programming problem, which is solvable in polynomial
time.
B. Simulation Study
The experiment is based on the simplified energy model
stated in Section III without considering the MAC or physical
layer. The sensors are randomly deployed on fields with
different size and shapes. For each network instance, we
calculate the lifetime of the static network by the linear optimization algorithm described in [5], which gives the optimal

lifetime for the static network. The lifetime of the mobile
relay solution on the same network instance is calculated
through the optimization problem as in (11)-(14). The lifetime
improvement is averaged over 100 network instances.
1) Traffic Distribution
We first illustrate the traffic distribution for a randomly
deployed network obtained by solving the linear programming
problem. The network contains 100 randomly deployed sensors on 5 × 5 square area (equivalent to λ = 4) with one
sink at the center (marked as a square). There are topology
defects in this network instance as shown in Fig. 10(a), e.g.,
there is no sensor in the hole up-left to the sink. Fig. 10(a)
describes the optimal traffic load of the static network, where
the numbers on sensors indicate the number of packets they
relay per unit time. Since the traffic is optimized by energy
conserving routing, the neighbors of the sink share the same
load of 13 packets per unit time. However, the load for these
sensors is much higher than sensors in the periphery. Thus,
these immediate neighbors of the sink will die first, then the
sink will be disconnected from other parts of the network.
Figs. 10(b) and 10(c) show the traffic flow with one mobile
relay in the network. The mobile relay stays at different places
(represented by triangles) during different time periods. The
traffic flow in each time period will be adjusted to maximize
the overall network lifetime. Although we do not explicitly
use the routing schemes developed in Section III, the routes
obtained through lifetime optimization still follow the ideas
used in Section III:
a) We do not explicitly oblige the mobile to stay around the
sink in the optimization, however, the mobile relay still stays
within two hops range of the sink. The experiments with and
without such movement constraints provide similar network
lifetime [24]. This shows the mobile relay actually only needs
to stay in a two-hop distance around the sink to maximize the
network lifetime.
b) Sensors will redirect their packets towards the mobile relay
so that the mobile relay can carry more traffic. Also, the
aggregation process will mostly use the sensors on the edge
of the network. We can see from Figs. 10(b) and 10(c), almost
70% of the packets are flowing through the mobile relay.
c) Sensors will work as the static relay node alternately. There
exist some time periods that a particular sensor may be highly
loaded, for example, some sensors need to carry 15 packets
per unit time in Fig. 10(c). However, after they perform their
relay task, they seldom need to relay for others during the
rest of their lifetime. Such alternation actually reduces the
overall traffic load for sensors. As shown in Fig. 10(d), most
sensors share the average traffic load of 4.4 packets over the
total network lifetime after we put in the mobile relay. This
maximal traffic load is much smaller than the maximal load
in the static network case, so the network can survive for a
much longer time. Also, only a few sensors have traffic load
smaller than 4.4, which means all sensors will use up their
energy almost at the same time, thus there is little waste in
residual energy.
2) Lifetime Improvements
Fig. 11 gives the lifetime for static circular networks and the
lifetime with one mobile relay for different network sizes. The
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(c) Traffic distribution when mobile relay stays at position II (24% (d) The traffic flow averaged over the network lifetime with one
network lifetime)
mobile relay. Triangles are positions where the mobile relay will
stay and the numbers below it are the length of stay
Fig. 10. Traffic flow in network with 100 sensors in 5 × 5 square area. The sink is marked as the square in the center of the network. Mobile relay is
marked as triangle. In this example, we only show two positions and the corresponding traffic flow, there are actually 8 positions at which the mobile relay
will stay during the network lifetime.

lifetime shown in the figure is normalized by the maximum
node lifetime Ee . The experimental results of the static network
fit the analysis in Theorem 1 quite well.
The lifetime improvement due to the mobile relay is more
than two times for networks with more than 100 nodes,
irrespective of the network shape, as shown in Fig. 12. The
improvement ratio also increases with the network size and
density. This agrees with the analysis in Section III. The
density and size of the network are two major factors which
limit the performance of the mobile relay in the random
network. A low network density increases the chance of
topology defects around the sink. Such defects will limit the
number of routes that can be built across the two hop area
around the sink. A limited network size means that only part
of the traffic can be redirected and carried by the mobile relay,
thus limiting its efficiency. As Fig. IV-B shows, all sensors
in the network participate in the traffic aggregation, however,
there is still not enough space for all packets to be aggregated
to the mobile relay. As the network density and size grow, the

effects of topology defects and limited space are mitigated so
that the lifetime improvement is increased.
3) Route Dilation
Another important performance metric is the average path
length, which affects many other metrics including the average
delay. As our scheme requires the traffic to be redirected
towards the mobile relay, packets will take a longer route
compared to shortest path routing. However, the route dilation,
defined as the path length of our scheme divided by the length
of the shortest path, is bounded by π + 1, since the packet will
at most go around an angle of π and then directly go towards
the sink. Fig. 13 compares the route dilation of the mobile
relay solution with other schemes. The results show that
energy conserving routing does not incur much route dilation
and its average hop count is quite close to the shortest path.
The mobile relay scheme uses almost twice as many hops to
deliver the packet. In our experiments, route dilation converges
to 2.6 as the network size grows. So the route dilation and
the consequent longer packet delay is bounded for the mobile
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relay scheme. Note that the delay of the mobile relay scheme is
much smaller than “data mule” solutions where delay depends
on the moving speed of the mobile [2].
V. P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF M OBILE R ELAY TO
OTHER R ELATED A PPROACHES
Fig. 14 compares the network lifetime for different approaches. In this figure, the lifetime of non-energy-aware
minimal hop routing networks is normalized to 1. Energy conserving routing improves the network lifetime nearly 4 times
over minimal hop routing. This scheme gives the upper bound
for a homogenous static network. By adding only one mobile
relay, we can double the lifetime of energy conserving routing.
However, when we use static energy provisioning schemes,
e.g., adding 4 times more energy to randomly selected 25%
of the static sensors, the network lifetime can only be extended
by 40%. The discussion below will show that using a mobile
relay is better than most static energy provisioning approaches.
Another method to extend lifetime is to use the mobile node as
the sink. This gives a lifetime improvement that is even better
than the mobile relay. However, the mobile sink approach has
certain constraints as we discuss in the sequel.
A. Static Approach
1) Increasing the density of static nodes

One way to increase the network lifetime is to redeploy
more static nodes in the area near the sink. These additional
static nodes serve as reservoirs of energy. Normally these
nodes are in the sleep state. If the nearby sensors die, these
additional sensors will wake up to take over the relay tasks.
To achieve a lifetime improvement of 4 by this approach, we
need to increase the density of nodes within the two hop radius
of the sink. It is easy to see that we need to deploy at least
4ρ additional static nodes around the sink to achieve the same
performance as one mobile relay, where ρ is the number of
sensors around the sink in the original network.
2) Increasing the energy carried by static nodes
We can also upgrade the battery of static sensors to extend
their lifetime. Assume that we have some static sensors
equipped with better batteries, which provide four times more
energy than normal batteries. In the deployment phase, those
more powerful static sensors are mixed up with normal sensors
and randomly deployed in the field. Therefore, the network
lifetime will be extended since some of the static sensors gain
more initial energy. Fig. 15 compares the lifetime for such
hybrid static network with networks having one mobile relay.
The lifetime improvement of the mobile relay solution is close
to the static network where 50% of the static sensors have
four times more energy. However, in the mobile relay solution
we only need to add one mobile relay in the network, which
may be much cheaper than the static solutions where we must
upgrade the batteries of 50% of the sensors to gain similar
performance.
3) Multiple static sinks
Instead of mobile nodes, we can also add multiple static
sinks to improve the network lifetime. By adding more static
sinks, we can scale down the size of the sensor network. As
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shown in Fig. 16, we can split the original large network
into four smaller networks by adding three more static sinks.
Sensors only need to send their data to the closest sink, thus
the traffic is largely reduced. Sensors around the static sinks
will still be the bottleneck. Since each small network only
contains 1/4 of the sensors of the original network, the traffic
flow through the bottleneck sensors will be reduced to 1/4.
The newly added sinks still have ρ neighbors as in the original
network, so the lifetime of the new network will be 4 times of
the original due to the reduction in traffic. As we have shown
in Section III, adding one mobile relay can achieve 4 times
improvement in the ideal case, which is similar to adding 3
more static sinks.
By investigating different static approaches, we see that the
mobile relay is better than most static approaches in the sense
of lifetime improvement. However, static solutions also have
certain advantages since their routing schemes can be very
simple and the routing overhead is low.
B. Mobile Sink Approach
The mobile sink approach uses the mobile node as the sink.
As the mobile node goes around the network, the bottleneck
around the sink is distributed over the whole network. As
shown in Fig. 14, the mobile sink approach in [9] can provide
longer lifetime than a mobile relay. When the sink is moving
around the network periphery, the mobile sink approach can
give an improvement factor of O(R) on network lifetime,
while we need O(R) mobile relays to achieve the same
improvement [24].

However, there are certain tradeoffs between the mobile
relay and mobile sink solution. First, the mobile relay solution
is more flexible than the mobile sink. The sink is the gateway
to the outside network, and certain applications may not permit
the sink to be mobile. Also, mobile sink may create more
routing overheads. For a realtime data logging application,
the mobile sink should always be connected to the sensors.
So, each single movement of the sink must be traced and
the data gathering path should be changed accordingly. For
the mobile relay approach, the network is functional without
the mobile relay. Thus, the mobile relay can detach from the
network, move, then reattach at a new position. Such flexibility
in movement generates much less overhead than the mobile
sink. The mobile relay also do not need to move very fast.
When mobile relay is moving and detached from the network,
the static nodes can still relay the packets and only part of
static sensors will deplete their energy at a faster rate. Such
faster energy depletion will not severely impair node lifetime,
since the time spent for mobile to move around in two hop
distance is ignorable compared to the network lifetime, which
is generally from several months to years. Second, the mobile
relay can heal the topology defects in the network. Due to the
randomness in deployment, there may be topology defects in
the network, e.g., the network is partitioned in the beginning
or the communication to certain parts of the network relies on
few sensors, as shown in Fig. 1. The mobile relay can improve
the network lifetime greatly in this case, while the mobile sink
cannot. Finally, the mobile relay requires only a small moving
range, and only sensors in a limited area need to know where
the mobile relay is. For the mobile sink approach, the lifetime
improvement depends on the moving range of the sink. If the
sink only moves in a small area, the lifetime improvement will
be similar to mobile relay approach.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We have investigated the possibility of using a heterogeneous network composed of many simple static nodes and
a few mobile nodes. We show that even with one node as
a mobile relay, we can get a lifetime improvement of up to
four times over the static network in the ideal case. Another
interesting property of this mobile relay approach is that we
only need to change the routing algorithm for a relatively
small area to use the mobile relay. Furthermore, the mobile
relay need not travel all around the network. It never needs to
venture farther than two hops from the sink. We also compared
the mobile relay approach with other possible solutions. We
see that mobility is actually a great advantage since the mobile
relay is more efficient than most static energy provisioning
methods. We also investigate other ways to use mobile nodes,
such as mobile sink approach. Although it is clear from our
analysis that using a mobile sink is always beneficial in terms
of the lifetime of the network, there are certain tradeoffs to
make the sink mobile.
In this paper, we make some simplifying assumptions, e.g.,
the network is running a data logging application and sensors
are incapable of power control. However, in a network which is
event based, using mobile relay may be even more beneficial.
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Since the traffic is not uniformly distributed in such a network,
we can move the mobile relay in the directions where traffic
is high. In this case we may not need to redirect the traffic as
in the data logging application, so that the overhead caused
by mobile relay will be reduced. Our scheme can also work
together with power control or data aggregation/compression
methods. Although the traffic can be reduced by data compression, the bottleneck described in this paper still exists in
such network since the information generated per unit area is
still fixed, and our model of uniform packet generation rate
can be applied. The network with power control can also fit in
the optimization problem introduced in Section IV by setting
the link cost according to the energy consumption over the
particular link.
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